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Camp Fire USA
Information

information to be put on the display should be noted
on a separate piece of paper, NOT ON THE ENTRY
FORM OR TAG.
5. Check the rules pertaining to each division. Failure to
comply with the rules will disqualify or count against
the entry. Decision of the judges is final.

Loretta Cutter, Superintendent
(253) 845-5198, Puyallup, WA
Jenny Henry, Assistant Superintendent
(253) 845-3707, Puyallup, WA

6. Entries from all Camp Fire members may be brought to
the Camp Fire Exhibit in the Pavilion at the Washington
State Fair by each individual or by each leader. Or,
check with your local service area office to see if they
transport entries. Be sure to designate who will be
responsible for picking up the entries after the Fair.

Camp Fire - Washington State Fair Office
(253) 841-5207 (Aug. 27 to Sept. 23 only)
The Camp Fire Department’s exhibit is located
in the Pavilion, first floor
(#18 on Washington State Fair map).
•

No entry fee will be charged, and no passes will be
given to exhibitors.

•

Each entry will receive a ribbon. There is no money
or other premium awarded. Entries are judged first,
second, third.

•

A sweepstakes rosette is given to the entrant with the
most blue ribbons in a variety of categories, in at
least five different divisions.

•

Runner-up ribbons will be awarded based on the
highest number of blue ribbons won.

•

A Best in Category ribbon will be awarded in each
Division.

7. RECEIVING DATES—For all entries except baked
goods: Wednesday, August 27, 9 am to 4:30 pm.
BAKED GOODS—Wednesday, September 3, 9 am to
3 pm. No entries will be accepted after deadline.
Enter through Service Gate (on 5th Street SW, off
15th Avenue SW). All vehicles entering grounds may
be subject to search. Expect delays.
8. Entries MUST be removed on Tuesday, Sept. 23 ONLY,
from 11:00 am to 4:30 pm.
9. DISPLAYS—Ceremonial gowns and vests, and any item
that does not qualify to be judged. All displays must be
tagged and included on an entry form.

Demonstrations

Rules for Entering

Clubs may sign up to volunteer to do demonstrations at the
Camp Fire site at the Fair. You can sign up for 1/2-hour to
one-hour time slots with Loretta or Jenny (see above for
phone numbers) or e-mail cffair@comcast.net until
(September 1) After that, you may contact the Camp Fire
staff at the Washington State Fair at (253) 841-5207.

1. Entries in this department are open to all registered
Camp Fire members through 12th grade. Preschoolers
through 12th graders may enter 20 items. Articles
entered must never have been entered before at this
Fair in the Camp Fire Division.

Time slots are usually between 4 pm and 6 pm on weekdays,
and 10 am and 6 pm on weekends. We can schedule during
the day on weekdays if your club’s school has a day off
during the Fair.

2. Each article must have a tag with the individual’s
name, age, current grade, council, service area, leader’s
name, name of article and entry number from this
class list. This tag will be removed before judging. All
entries must be listed on the entry form. Entry tags
and entry form (see pages 7 and 8 in this book) may be
reproduced. One child per entry form, please.

Your demonstration may be any activity that welcomes the
public to participate or observe, and walk away with a small
souvenir or a good feeling. No fee may be charged.
Tickets for your group members and adult volunteers to
enter the fair may be picked up at the Camp Fire site at the
Fair before Fair starts. Tickets may be picked them up at
Will Call outside at the gold gate. Any tickets not used for
the demos must be returned to the Camp Fire staff.

3. Entries must be neat, clean and represent the entrant’s
OWN best efforts. For best judging results, items
should be made within the last year.
4. Each entry must be able to be displayed properly. If
the entry is small, fragile or loose, it must be fastened
to a stable base or mounted. Do not use entry tag as
a base for small items. The base or mounting should
not distract from the entry, and the overall appearance
will be considered in the judging. Any additional
information or explanations for the judges, or
Revised: 05-02-2014
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DIVISION A

etc. must be sealed with canning lids. Each jar must have a
label indicating method, variety and date. They will be
judged for containers, label, appearance and color. NO
frozen jam or jelly.

Culinary Arts

CLASS
2523. Jelly (only one jar of each kind)
2524. Jam, conserve, marmalade, preserves (only one jar
of each kind)

Baking
Baked goods must be fresh baked, placed on a paper plate,
and the recipe attached to the plate. Entries will be judged
on texture, flavor, appearance and aroma. If the entry is
covered, care must be taken that the wrapping does not
disturb the appearance. Each cake entry must be made from
a different flavored recipe or mix. Members of the same
family MUST use a different recipe or mix for each entry.
Recipes using alcohol may not be used. Baked goods are not
returned. If you want the decorated cake tops or candy
returned, please specify on the entry form. No items will be
accepted that need refrigeration.
CLASS
2497.
2498.
2499.
2500.
2501.
2502.
2503.
2504.
2505.
2506.
2507.
2508.
2509.
2510.
2511.
2512.
2513.

Dried foods must be in a small plastic bag, and the bag
attached to a paper plate. Attach a label to the plate
indicating method, variety and date. They will be judged for
appearance, proper preparation and packaging.
CLASS
2525. Dried fruit (only one package of each kind)
2526. Dried vegetables (only one package of each kind)
2527. Dried meat or fish, no sausage (only one package
of each kind)
2528. Fruit leather - any variety, approximately 1” x 3”
piece (only one package of each kind)
2529. Misc. dried foods (only one package of each kind)

1/2 loaf made with bread machine (no mix)
3 bar cookies (no mix)
3 biscuits (no mix)
1/4 of a cake from a recipe, no frosting
1/4 of a cake from a recipe, frosted
3 cupcakes from a recipe, no frosting
3 cupcakes from a recipe, frosted
1/2 loaf of quick bread (no mix)
1/2 loaf of yeast bread (no mix)
3 muffins (no mix)
4 cookies (no mix)
4 pieces of candy (no molded candy)
Pie in a 4” or 6” foil pan or 1/4 of a 9” pie (no cream
or soft fillings)
Decorated cake or cake top - judged for decoration
only
Misc. food
Special diet (i.e. sugar free, low fat, etc.)
Homemade snack food

DIVISION B
Home Arts
Homemaking
Each article must be properly prepared for display and will
be judged for neatness, challenge and originality.
CLASS
2530. Collection of 10 or more recipes (in a notebook or
recipe box)
2531. Homemade soap or toiletries (w/recipe)
2532. Chart or scrapbook on health or grooming
2533. Scrapbook, display or article for interior decorating
2534. Make one learning experience item on a babysitting
job. State age of the child for which it was made.
2535. Flower arrangement. At least three silk, artificial or
dried flowers must be used.
2536. Handmade mix kit for cookies, muffins, etc.
2537. Fashion - a complete outfit, ie. costume

Preserving
All canned entries must be in standard canning jars with
canning lids, following USDA recommendations. Screw
bands must be removed and jar must be clean, with a label
indicating processing method, time, variety and date. Also,
indicate on the label if no sugar was used. Labels must be
neatly and permanently attached. They are not part of the
entry tag. Canning will be judged for appearance, container,
label and pack.
CLASS
2517.
2518.
2519.
2520.
2521.
2522.

Sewing
All articles must be clean and completely finished. Very
small items should be mounted (not on entry tag.) Sewing
will be judged for selection of design, fabric, purpose of
garment, workmanship, and general appearance.

Meat or fish (only one jar of each kind)
Berries (only one jar of each kind)
Fruit (only one jar of each kind)
Vegetables (only one jar of each kind)
Pickles or relish (only one jar of each kind)
Tomatoes, whole, juice, etc. (only one jar of each kind)

CLASS
2538.
2539.
2540.
2541.
2542.
2543.
2544.
2545.

All jellies, jams, conserves, etc. must be in standard canning
jars with lids or jelly glasses. ONLY jelly may be sealed with
a thin layer of paraffin and a metal lid. All jams, conserves,
Revised: 05-02-2014
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Machine stitched article (apron, scarf, purse, bag, etc.)
Lingerie
Nightwear, i.e. pajamas, tops and bottoms
Dress
Skirt
Blouse or shirt
Ensemble
Jacket or coat

2579.
2580.
2581.
2582.
2583.
2584.
2585.
2586.
2587.
2588.
2589.
2590.
2591.
2592.
2593.
2594.
2595.
2596.
2597.
2598.
2599.
2600.
2601.
2602.

2546. Pants, pant suit or shorts
2547. Doll clothes (completely finished)
2548. Pillow or pre-printed fabric item

Handwork
Articles must be clean and completely finished. Very small
items should be attached to a stable base or mounted (not
on entry tag). Articles will be judged for neatness,
workmanship, and general appearance.
CLASS
2549
2550.
2551.
2552.
2553.
2554.
2555.

Macrame
Article - hand stitched, hand hemmed, etc.
Knitting
Crocheting
Tatting or hairpin lace
Textile paint or liquid embroidery
Embroidery, creative stitchery, needlepoint, plastic
canvas, cross stitch
2556. Hand-woven article or woven on a loom
2557. Rug or article hooked or braided
2558. Quilt, complete (no blocks or tied blanket or pillow)

DIVISION C
Handcrafts

2603.
2604.
2605.
2606.
2607.
2608.
2609.
2610.
2611.
2612.
2613.

Handcraft items should use the entry number according to
the kind of material which constitutes the major portion of
the item to be judged. An article may be entered under one
number only, and is eligible to receive one ribbon. All entries
must be clean. Very small items must be securely fastened to
a stable base or neatly mounted (not on entry tag), so they
may be properly displayed.
One-of-a-kind, sets or pairs will be judged as one. They will
be judged for neatness, originality, effort, and quality.
CLASS
2559.
2560.
2561.
2562.
2563.
2564.
2565.
2566.
2567.
2568.
2569.
2570.
2571.
2572.
2573.
2574.
2575.
2576.
2577.
2578.

DIVISION D

Decorated paper mache’ (object bought in store)
Glass staining, cutting, etching, etc.
Metal craft (any metal)
Enamel craft
Wood craft
Wood carving
Wood burning
Paper craft
Paper mache’
Plastic, resin or shrink art
Plastic braid
Art foam or Styrofoam craft
Felt, fur, fabric, net craft, or ribbon
Chenille craft
Yarn or string craft
Feather craft
Leather craft
Tile craft
Article using macaroni, rice, beans, etc.
Sand craft or sand painting
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Candles or wax craft
Batiks, tie-dye or crayon on cloth
Jewelry (no honor beads)
Article made from clay pots
Decoupage
Article, Indian or seed beaded
Mosaics
Collage
Spatter, sponge, stamp art or faux painting
Print art
Article or picture using unique material
Article carved from material other than wood
Article using homemade clay or dough
Article using commercial modeling compound
Plaster of Paris, original forms (no molds)
Plaster of Paris, using a mold
Ceramics, original forms (no mold)
Ceramics, poured or greenware
Plaster craft
Clay models, original (no molds)
Puppet, doll or stuffed toy
Basket weaving
Mobile
Centerpiece (attach a 3x5 card describing how and
where you will use it)
Holiday decoration
Article made with beads
Preprinted art craft, felt pen, etc.
Scrimshaw
Model kits (kit instructions must be attached)
Articles using artificial, dried or pressed flowers
Stencil or silk screening
Article containing potpourri
Article made of recycled materials
Stepping stones
Scrapbook – 1 or 2 pages of one topic

Creative Writing
Articles must be neatly mounted or in a folder. There should
be no grades or comments on them by a teacher. All work
must be done by the entrant. They will be judged for
originality, form, structure and neatness. MUST BE ORIGINAL.
CLASS
2650.
2651.
2652.
2653.
2654.
2655.
2656.
2657.
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Poetry
Short story, more than 500 words
Short essay, developing one topic creatively
Character sketch or short biography of someone
you know, or an autobiography
Short story for children, illustrated, less than 500
words
Short play or skit
Collection of stories/poems
School report

DIVISION E

2689. Hobby book or exhibit of special games and sports
for the handicapped
2690. Performing arts scrapbook
2691. Lego creation (securely mounted) made from a
Lego kit (include instructions)
2692. Lego creation (securely mounted) your own original
design with an explanation of how it was designed
2693. Homemade musical instrument with use
instructions

Art
Original only, no copy or spin art. Heavy mountings that
cannot be stapled to the wall require a hanging device on
the back. Art will be judged for originality, neatness, use of
media, and basic design. A title is helpful but not necessary.
MUST BE ORIGINAL, NO REPRINTS.
CLASS
2659.
2660.
2661.
2662.
2663.
2664.
2665.
2666.
2667.
2668.
2669.
2670.
2671.
2672.
2673.
2674.
2675.
2676.

Science

Oil pastels
Pencil
Chalk (spray with coating to prevent smearing)
Crayon
Charcoal (spray with coating to prevent smearing)
Oil painting
Watercolor, tempera, etc.
Felt pen
Finger paint
Ink
Acrylics
Tole or decorative painting
Calligraphy
Scratch art
Computer art (original only)
Pottery, piece turned on a wheel
Pottery - free form
Collection of a variety of art media

Exhibits should be mounted and clearly labeled. They will be
judged for neatness, originality, age appropriate, and
quality.
CLASS
2700. Instrument or chart measuring a natural force
2701. Experiment or exhibit on or using matter or energy
2702. Chart showing two or more constellations
(mounted)
2703. Outer space display or project
2704. Object, drawing or display pertaining to any aspect
of science
2705. Geological experiment or display
2706. Poison chart

Photography
Photos must be mounted. Judged for neatness, originality,
quality, composition, and exposure. If you want photo
judged for a specific purpose, attach a note.

DIVISION F

CLASS
2719. Photography, 2 or more pictures, neatly mounted,
titled and identified by giving credit to location or
specific name of structure for each picture.
2720. Photography, 1 picture, neatly mounted and titled
2721. Developing, with negatives mounted
2722. Enlarging, one photo with negative, mounted (5” x
7” or larger)
2723. Sunlight or blueprinting, mounted
2724. Homemade camera with proof that it works

Special Interests
Camp Fire
Articles will be judged for neatness, originality, age
appropriate and quality.
CLASS
2679.
2680.
2681.
2682.
2683.
2684.

Symbolgrams
Write an original ceremonial or flag ceremony
Handmade original props for a ceremony
Symbol book (no symbolgrams)
Symbol decorated article (no symbolgrams)
Scrapbook or display of Camp Fire events, news
clippings, photos, torch banner reports, etc.
2685. Club banner, poster

Special Interests
Articles will be judged for neatness, challenge, originality,
ability, and quality.
CLASS
2730. Scrapbook or display about your special interest
2731. Scrapbook or display of your own heritage, your
family tree, or about yourself
2732. Scrapbook for day nurseries, hospitals or shut-ins
2733. Postage stamps, collection of five or more stamps
on one specific subject, must be mounted and
labeled with explanation, covered with clear plastic.
One collection of a kind.
2734. Collection of a special interest. Explain your interest,
why and how you got started, and how long you
have been collecting, etc. Explanation should be
detailed and mounted appropriately.

Sports And Games
Articles will be judged for neatness, originality, age
appropriate and quality.
CLASS
2686. Make the equipment needed for a game with the
rules for playing, or from other countries, etc.
2687. Original game with rules
2688. Athletic scrapbook
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2776. Camping equipment made from tin cans or egg
carton, ie. fire starters, buddy burners
2777. Paper made from natural products (label showing
contents and method)
2778. Animal habitat. Identify animal. Give research info
and background.
2779. Whipped item
2780. Outdoor survival kit

Nature
All nature collections must be securely mounted on
cardboard or in a folder and clearly labeled with name of
variety. Articles will be judged for neatness, originality, age
appropriate, and quality.
CLASS
2740.
2741.
2742.
2743.
2744.
2745.
2746.
2747.
2748.

At least 15 kinds of seeds
At least 8 kinds of pressed wild flowers
At least 8 kinds of pressed leaves
At least 10 kinds of cones from coniferous trees
At least 5 kinds of shells only you have gathered out
of doors
At least 8 kinds of butterflies
At least 10 kinds of insects
At least 4 kinds of rocks native to your locality or
another specific region
Assortment of home grown vegetables

DIVISION G
Club Projects
Club project: A project that has been done by the entire
club or part of the club, or a display showing the club
project. Include the number of kids in the group on the
entry form. Enter under the appropriate division and class.

All exhibits with plants must be well established, growing
plants, including name of the plant. Containers that have
drainage must have leak-proof base. Watering instructions
must be neatly attached to containers. Plants must be free
of disease and insects.

DIVISION H
Art Competition
CLASS
2800. Item entered into the latest Art competition

CLASS
2750. Dish garden (growing plants)
2751. Terrariums (growing plants)
2752. Potted plants grown from seed, slip or bulb and
cared for at least six months
2755. Nature scrapbook or display, with brief explanation
2756. Display a fossil, mounted. Tell how and where you
found it.
2757. Plaster cast of animal or bird tracks, clearly labeled
2758. Pressed or dried flowers, mounted and labeled
(judged for drying process)
2759. Dried flower arrangement (use only flowers or
weeds that you have gathered or dried)

Outdoor Crafts
Very small items should be securely fastened to a stable
base (not on entry form). Articles will be judged for neatness,
originality, age appropriate, and quality.
CLASS
2766.
2767.
2768.
2769.
2770.
2771.
2772.
2773.
2774.
2775.

At least four model fires, mounted and labeled
5-10 knots, mounted and labeled
Three types of lashing, mounted and labeled
Lash one piece of camping equipment (label and
give use)
Knapsack or beach bag
Sit-upons
Bird house or feeders (clean)
Useful: what kind of bird and where it would be
placed. Decorative.
Sand casting of plaster or wax
Article using outdoor materials, cones, rocks, shells,
etc. Explain purpose or use.
Article made from driftwood
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CAMP FIRE
ENTRY FORM
EXHIBITOR'S NAME
AGE

Washington State Fair
110 9th Avenue SW
Puyallup, WA 98371-6811

GRADE

PHONE
COUNCIL/SERVICE AREA
LEADER

One child per entry form.

PHONE

Person responsible for pick-up of entries at the Fair:
[ ] Parent / Family
[ ] Leader
[ ] Council Rep
Name_______________________________________________________

Exhibitor #_____________
Group Entry?___________
# of kids in group_______

Phone______________________________________________________
Division

Class

Detailed Description of Article
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Award

- 8 Council/Service Area
Leader's Name
Division			Class #

Leader's Name

Division			Class #

CAMP FIRE

Council/Service Area

ENTRY TAG

Name			Age

CAMP FIRE

Division			Class #

Name			Age

Division			Class #

ENTRY TAG

Leader's Name

CAMP FIRE

Leader's Name

ENTRY TAG

Council/Service Area

CAMP FIRE

Division			Class #

Council/Service Area

Division			Class #

ENTRY TAG

Leader's Name

Leader's Name

Name			Age

Council/Service Area

Council/Service Area

Name			Age

Name			Age

CAMP FIRE

CAMP FIRE

Name			Age

ENTRY TAG

ENTRY TAG

Division			Class #

Leader's Name

Council/Service Area

Name			Age

CAMP FIRE

ENTRY TAG

Division			Class #

Leader's Name

Council/Service Area

Name			Age

CAMP FIRE

ENTRY TAG

Division			Class #

Leader's Name

Council/Service Area

Name			Age

CAMP FIRE

ENTRY TAG

Division			Class #

Leader's Name

Council/Service Area

Name			Age

CAMP FIRE

ENTRY TAG

Division			Class #

Leader's Name

Council/Service Area

Name			Age

CAMP FIRE

ENTRY TAG

Division			Class #

Leader's Name

Council/Service Area

Name			Age

CAMP FIRE

ENTRY TAG

